spscefilling curve (SFC) method of Bartholdy and Platzman is an extremely fast heuristic for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem. The authors show how genetic search over a parametrized family of spacefilling curves can be used to improve the quality of the the tours generated by SFC. The computational effort required grows slowly as a function of problem size, and the tours obtained define robust presequences for repetitive problems in which only a subset of all cities will be present in any given problem instance.
INTRODUCTION

The Euclidean
Traveling Salesman Problem (ETSP) is a well-known, NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. Given a set of points in Euclidean space, we seek to find the minimumlength closed tour of those points.
Dozens of solution methods have been proposed for this problem; a good survey of both optimum-seeking methods and heuristics is given in the book by Lawler et al. [l] . A more recent discussion of fast heuristics is given by Bentley [2] .
Choosing a solution method for a given ETSP problem instance (or recurring problem environment) is in itself a multi-criteria optimization problem. The solver must consider the tradeoffs among tour length, speed of execution, and solution robustness.
There is thus an "efficient frontier" of solution methods which are not equalled or surpassed in all three of these areas by any one competing solution method. A heuristic which yields mediocre tour lengths may nevertheless be useful for its speed, while a relatively slow heuristic may provide an attractive lower-bound guarantee on solution quality.
One extreme point of this efficient frontier of solution methods is the spacefilling curve heuristic (SFC) of Bartholdi and Platzman [3, 4, 5] . The average solution quality of the method is only fair, and its worst-case performance is relatively bad [6] . Nevertheless, the method is potentially very useful, for it is the fastest available heuristic for large problems.
SFC works by mapping city locations in Euclidean space onto the unit circle, using the inverse of a closed spacefilling curve. A tour is then found by visiting the cities in the order in which their images appear on the circle. Since no actual distances are calculated or compared, SFC may be used even when the true inter-city distances are unknown, or subject to random err0r.l *Author to whom all correspondence should be sent. lSFC may be thought of as a limiting case of the Fast Recursive Partitioning (FRP) algorithm alluded to by Bentley [2] . In SFC, the refinement of the Euclidean region into buckets is continued until each city is alone in its bucket. FRP shares many of the operational and performance attributes of SFC. Storer and Bringhurst [7] showed that it is possible to produce shorter ETSP tours by applying spatial transformations to the city locations, and then using the SFC heuristic on the transformed points. By searching over the possible parameter values of the transformation, one can effectively search over many different spacefilling curves, looking for the one which gives the sequence with the shortest tour length when applied to the original problem data. This approach has the effect of converting a combinatorial search problem into a low-dimensional continuous optimization problem.
Using simulated annealing, Storer and Bringhurst were able to obtain consistent 10% to 25% reductions in total tour length. This improvement frequently required only a few hundred applications of the SFC heuristic, making the method competitive in both solution quality and running time with the most popular myopic TSP heuristics.
Genetic algorithms are a parallel heuristic optimization technique based on the principles of natural selection and population evolution in biological systems.
In this paper, we introduce a family of genetic algorithms for improving ETSP solutions by pretransforming the problem data.
In particular, we consider explicitly the problem of finding good ETSP presequences, which can be used to provide good (on average) tours in linear time, for problem environments in which the cities to be visited are always a subset of a given fixed set of possible sites. Using two standard test problems from the TSP literature, as well as a number of randomly-generated larger test problems, we show that the sequences produced by the GA/SFC combined heuristic consistently make better presequences than do sequences generated by the unmodified SFC heuristic and by nearest neighbor (NN) heuristics, even when the NN tour for all cities is shorter than the GA/SFC tour. Furthermore, the GA/SFC method is asymptotically faster than all NN-family heuristics, which require O(n2) work.
PRESEQUENCING
After describing how the SFC can be used to generate tours very quickly even for large ETSP instances, Bartholdi and Platzman [5] make the following comment about problems in which not all cities must always be visited:
The essential contribution of the spacefilling curve is simply to provide a linear ordering of all the points that may potentially be included in a problem instance.
The [SFC] may be implemented with any such ordering. But, to be most effective, the ordering should be tailored to the distribution from which the problem instances are drawn and the metric used to represent distances between pairs of points (if available!). In general, we might be willing to spend considerable effort creating an effective ordering for a particular problem; this is a design task, and so, needs to be performed only once.
This introduces the idea of a presequence, also explored by Jaillet [8] . A presequence is simply a sorted list of possible city sites; individual instances of the problem are treated by visiting the cities in the order in which they appear in the presequence. Constructing tours from a presequence is even faster than basic SFC, but will generally result in longer tours. For large, repetitive problem environments in which there are finitely many potential city sites, but only a proper subset of these sites occur in any given problem instance, presequencing becomes an attractive alternative. Bartholdi et al. [4] d escribe a successful application of SFC presequencing to repetitive vehicle routing problems for which it would be impractical to compute new tours for each new problem instance, even using a fast algorithm like SFC.
Intuitively, for any given set of possible city sites (and their relative frequencies of occurrence in problem instances) there is some particular presequence which has the lowest expected tour length. In practice, though, finding this presequence is even harder than finding the shortest tour through all possible cities. Nevertheless, it may be possible to find presequences which give significantly better tours than the naive SFC sequence. Bartholdi and Platzman [5] suggest an iterative search approach, in which the initial SFC sequence is modified by random interchanges, and each new sequence is evaluated by generating some statistically significant number of random problem instances, to which the current presequence is then applied.
This approach has several drawbacks. It is extremely computationally intensive, and the random interchange search of sequence space is very inefficient. We could improve the search by implementing a good heuristic search method (e.g., simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm) in which proposed solutions are evaluated by generating random test problems, but this would still be very slow. Finally, the set of possible tours is large and ill-behaved, and thus difficult to search effectively even for deterministic problems.
We propose an alternative approach for improving the naive SFC presequence, based on searching a space of alternative spacefilling curves rather than the space of possible sequences. This approach is faster than the iterative simulation method, and its computational effort grows more slowly as problem size increases. The space it searches is continuous, and the presequences it generates compare extremely favorably not only to the naive SFC presequence, but also to presequences generated by other fast heuristics. This method has the disadvantage that we are not explicitly evaluating sequences based on their observed performance as presequences, but rather on an assumed correlation between the length of the all-cities tour and the average length of tours obtained when the sequence is applied to subsets of cities. Bartholdi and Platzman conjectured that the fractal structure of the spacefilling curve would make SFC tours more robust (over different subsets of cities) than constructive-heuristic tours, when used as presequences. We show below that GA/SFC sequences of a given total length consistently yield shorter subset tours than (for example) NN tours of similar length, when used as presequences. We also show that improving an SFC all-cities tour using the GA data pretransformation generally yields an even larger improvement in the average performance of the tour as a presequence.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND ALTERNATIVE SEARCH SPACES
Genetic algorithms (GA) are a family of heuristic search procedures based on the biological paradigm of natural selection. They were pioneered by Holland [9] , de Jong [lo], and Goldberg [II] in the context of continuous nonlinear optimization, and later extended by various authors [12, 13, 14 ] to combinatorial problems. For optimization problems, GA search begins with an initial "population" of feasible solutions, encoded in some convenient data structure. The search proceeds by repeatedly selecting solutions from the population, "breeding" and "mutating" their encodings to produce encodings which represent new feasible solutions, adding these new solutions to the population, and "culling" solutions from the population to maintain a stable population size. The selection of "parents" for breeding is made randomly, but with preference given to solutions with better objective function values. As a result, the average solution quality in the population (and, more importantly, the best solution in the population) will tend to improve continuously. A more thorough description of past GA applications to traveling salesman problems is given in [15] .
Previous GA implementations for TSP have used encodings which directly represent either the adjacencies among cities in the tour or the sequence in which cities are visited (for details, see [15] ).
For large problems, these encodings can become quite cumbersome, and the computational effort associated with breeding, mutation, and tour evaluation makes these methods inferior to such special-purpose TSP heuristics as the Lin-Kernighan heuristic [16] .
Suppose, instead, that there were a parametric family of spacefilling curves with a small number of real-valued parameters, such that distinct parameter values gave distinct spacefilling mappings from !I? to !Rn. We could then search the parameter space looking for the particular spacefilling curve which gives the best tour for the complete city set of our problem environment. We might then reasonably expect this tour to give better results as a presequence, as well, since it would in some sense "follow" the irregularities in the distribution of cities. Furthermore, we might reasonably expect this tour to be more robust with respect to random errors in the locations of cities or the distances between cities.
It is easy to find such parametric families of spacefilling curves. Let S be an inverse spacefilling curve mapping a compact region H" in !I? onto B, the boundary of the unit circle; 5' : H" -+ B. Now let M be any mapping of H" onto itself; M .: Hn + Hn. The composition S o M defines a new mapping from H" onto B. If M is invertible, S 0 M is the inverse of a spacefilling mapping. Even if M is not invertible, S 0 M can be used to define a tour-construction heuristic analogous to SFC, simply by including a tie-breaking mechanism for cities mapped to the same point in B. If we are given a parametric family of mappings M(n), where 7r is a vector of real-valued parameters, (S o M)(r) defines a parametric family of mappings from H" onto B, any one of which can be used to construct tours on sets of points in Hn. For any fixed set of city locations, we can search the possible values of 7r to find a particular mapping which results in a short tour. If our family of mappings is sufficiently flexible, this will allow US to find good solutions to ETSPs by searching a space whose size does not grow as a function of the number of cities.
As simple illustration, consider the inverse spacefilling mapping of Bartholdi and Platzman ( Below, we describe a GA implementation which employs a parametric family of spacefilling mappings. The GA seeks to optimize tour length as a function of three parameter values, where each real-valued triple of parameter values corresponds to a distinct spacefilling curve. Computational testing shows that the GA method gives modest improvements over SFC for single deterministic problem instances, but that the GA tour used as a presequence compares quite favorably with other presequences, in both average and worst-case tour length.
GA IMPLEMENTATION
To test the effectiveness of the GA approach, we selected two well-known two-dimensional Euclidean TSP instances from the literature. The first is the 318-city problem described by Lin and Kernighan [16] ; the second is the 532-city problem described by Padberg and Rinaldi [1'7] . We also generated several 2-D test problems with uniform distributions, described below.
To implement a genetic search of the type described above, we first needed to identify a parametric family of spacefilling curves. We chose simply to transform the coordinates of the cities in a given problem using some parametric 2-D coordinate transformation M(T), and then to map the transformed coordinates onto the unit circle using the inverse spacefilling mapping described by Bartholdi and Platzman [3] . The GA was used to search over possible values of the parameter vector r, looking for a particular coordinate transformation that would yield the shortest tour when the resulting transformed city locations were given as input to the original SFC.
We can think about this approach as follows: For any problem instance, there is some optimal sequence (T in which to visit the cities. Furthermore, there are many location vectors L = (Ll, L2,.
. * , L,) such that placing city 1 at LI, city 2 at L2, and so forth would cause the original spacefilling curve to pass through the cities in order 0. If our parametric family of coordinate transformations is sufficiently general, there will be some combination of parameter values that causes the actual city locations to be mapped close to one of the "optimal" vectors L. By searching the parameter space of the transformation, we can thus hope to find a near-optimal tour of the cities for our particular problem instance. There is a tradeoff here between small parameter spaces (which are easier to search) and extremely flexible families of transformations (which may involve many parameters). We chose to focus our efforts on simple transformations, hoping to find modest improvements with minimal computational effort. In particular, we looked at coordinate transformations with simple rotation and dilation components.
For the most part, we considered independently shifting x and y coordinates, combined with some rotational transformation.
After some preliminary testing of various mappings, we decided to perform a complete test of the GA method using one of the simpler transformations: a centered rotational transformation T(z, y; cy, zo, yc) defined as follows:
T(? Y) = (50 + (z -x0) cos(o) -(y -90) sin(o), y0 + (z -xc) sin(o) + (y -yo) COS(CY)) .
(1)
The three parameters (a, xc, yc) comprise the decision variables of the new optimization problem. The transformation consists of rotating the entire data set clockwise by (Y degrees about the center of rotation (~0, yc). This is clearly not a very flexible family of transformations; not even the relative distances among cities will change.
For all test problems, the coordinates of the cities were transformed to (5, y) coordinates in the unit square, using the transformation 
Xmax -Xmin max -Ymin
(2)
For each parameter triple, the corresponding tour was found by rotating the unit-square data set about the specified point, contracting the resulting point set back into the unit square using (2), and then applying the original SFC mapping to the unit circle. Individual solutions were encoded as triples (a, xc, yc) of floating point numbers.
The angle Q was restricted to lie in the interval [0, $1, while xc and yc were restricted to lie in the interval [0.2,0.8] . (This restriction was based on empirical observation that centers of rotation outside that range tended to give poor results; we could just as easily have used the range [0, 11.) This transformation differs from the "rotate and shrink" operator of Storer and Bringhurst [7] in that the center of rotation was allowed to vary, but the amount of contraction of the rotated point set was fixed.
Given this S-parameter search space, we implemented a real-coded GA with a population size of 20. The initial population was formed by generating uniform random coordinates over the appropriate ranges. Breeding of solutions consisted of simply averaging the corresponding parameter values of the two selected triples, with selection probabilities favoring higher-ranking solutions in the current population. Mutation was effected through the introduction of new random solutions.
Each generation consisted of the best solution from the previous generation, 14 offspring of parents from the previous generation, and 5 randomly-generated newcomers. It should be noted that we originally implemented the GA using binary codings of the rotational angle and center of rotation.
We found, however, that the floating-point arithmetic version of the GA worked just as well, and ran considerably faster than the binary version. The floatingpoint GA also seemed to converge more quickly, making it more competitive with other fast TSP heuristics. Similarly, the choice of small population and fairly high mutation rate was motivated by a concern for finding good solutions quickly. In general, running larger populations at lower mutation rates led to better eventual solutions, but involved much more computational effort than the GA/SFC configuration described above.
RESULTS
We applied this GA to the two well-known ETSP instances described above. For each problem, we ran 20 replications of the GA for 20 generations each, so that a total of 420 tours (not necessarily distinct) were considered in each run. Each run used a different random number seed, yielding a different realization of the population's evolution. The results of these runs are summarized in Table 1 . The GA/SFC method showed a noticeable improvement over the simple SFC solution, and gave results comparable to the Nearest Neighbor (NN) heuristic for problems of this size. This was encouraging, in that the GA/SFC method shows a distinct speed advantage over NN-based methods for larger problems. Note that a single GA/SFC run was considerably faster than the "best NN" heuristic, which enumerates a large fraction of all possible NN starting points and selects the best NN tour among them, in every case. For very large problems, a GA/SFC run would be faster than even a naive single-start NN heuristic. Figure 2 gives the relative CPU requirements of the simple SFC, a single random-start NN solution, a single 20-generation GA run, and examining 1% of the possible NN tours. We also generated a series of 500 random test problems, ranging in size from 100 to 500 cities, with cities uniformly distributed over the unit square. Optimal tours were not known for these problems, but we were able to compare the average SFC, GA/SFC, and NN behavior over 100 randomly-generated problems of each size, as shown in Table 2 . The GA/SFC yielded significant improvement over the simple SFC. This was especially encouraging in light of the fact that the simple SFC should perform best on uniformly distributed city sets, and thus it should be harder to find large improvements for these problems. In addition, the GA/SFC results generally compared favorably to the NN results, in both best case and average case. We next tested the performance of the GA/SFC sequence when used as a presequence for subsets of the 532-city problem. We tested five different sequences as presequences: the optimal tour for all 532 cities, the simple SFC tour for all 532 cities, the 532-city tour found by a single GA/SFC run, the 532-city tour found by a single NN run with random starting point, and the best NN tour among all 532 possible starting points. Each of these tours was used as a presequence for 100 randomly-generated subsets of 50 cities, 100 cities, 200 cities, 300 cities, 400 cities, and 500 cities. All cities were assumed to be equally likely to occur in a given problem instance. Table 3 shows the average performance and coefficient of variation for each of the five presequences over 100 random problem instances for each subset size. The optimal sequence for the overall city set is clearly the best presequence as well. For the smaller subsets, however, the two SFC-based tours outperformed the NN-based presequences by a wide margin. In particular, the GA/SFC tour was better than the SFC and random-start NN tours for every subset size, and better than the best NN tour for subsets of 400 cities or fewer. This domination grew stronger as the size of the subset in question decreased, as shown in Figure 3 . Even when the NN tour for all cities was shorter than the corresponding GA/SFC tour for all cities, the GA/SFC tour made a superior presequence. We conjecture that the GA/SFC advantage results from the fact that NN tours are strongly based on local distance information in the overall point set, so that removing many of the points in the overall set also removes the reason for the adjacencies that exist in the NN presequence. The SFC and GA/SFC presequences, on the other hand, are based on global positional information about individual points, and remain more stable in quality as points are removed from the set. If this conjecture is true, the GA/SFC method should scale up well to large, asymmetrical point sets from which small subsets will be visited in individual problem instances.
CONCLUSIONS
Spacefilling curve heuristics provide an extremely fast way to generate acceptable tours for large Euclidean TSPs. They also produce sequences which make good presequences for repetitive ETSP environments in which not all cities will be visited in a given tour. In particular, SFC-based presequences seem to outperform presequences based on myopic constructive heuristics like the nearest-neighbor heuristic, even when the NN all-cities tour is shorter than the SFC all-cities tour. Genetic search over parametric families of spacefilling curves allow us to improve the performance of spacefilling curve heuristics in both these areas, at a computational cost that is still relatively low for large problems. Over more than 500 independent trials, the GA/SFC presequences for the problems considered here yielded lower costs and greater robustness (with respect to different subsets of cities) than other fast heuristic methods, especially for small subsets of the overall city set.
The GA presented in this paper used a very simple family of coordinate transformations. Future research should be directed toward finding more general families of transformations which can be searched effectively by the GA, yielding larger improvements over the simple SFC and better presequences for large problems. If possible, these transformations should avoid the computationally expensive transcendental functions used in the work presented here, in order to enhance the speed of the method. In particular, the local perturbation operators introduced by Storer and Bringhurst [7] might be incorporated into a GA framework.
The GA/SFC heuristic is a variation on a general heuristic approach to optimization described by Storer et al. [18] in the context of machine scheduling. They described two families of search heuristic: in "problem space search," heuristic search is performed over possible perturbations of the input data, with resulting solutions evaluated against the original problem data. In "heuristic space search," heuristic search is performed over a space of possible heuristics, which are applied in various combinations to the problem instance at hand. The GA/SFC method can be viewed as an instance of either of these methods. If one thinks of the transformation of city locations as a (parametrized) perturbation of the problem data, to which SFC is then applied, then the search is being conducted over the space of possible perturbations of the data, and this is an instance of problem space search. If one thinks of the transformations of city locations, followed by the SFC heuristic, as describing a (parametrized) family of related heuristics for ETSP, then the search is being conducted in heuristic space, and the GA/SFC method is an instance of heuristic space search.
Whichever view of the GA/SFC method is taken, the key to the effectiveness of the search is the parametrization of the data transformation. This allows us to transform a search over a combinatorial space into a continuous optimization over a low-dimension parameter space. Recent advances in the area of heuristic global optimization make it increasingly attractive to attempt to convert combinatorial problems into parameter-setting problems of this sort.
